CNN, MSNBC storm San Bernardino shooters’ home, broadcast potential evidence
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CNN, MSNBC, the BBC and other members of the media broadcasted live footage from the inside of Syed Rizwan Farook’s and Tashfeen Malik’s apartment Friday, displaying their driver’s licenses, social security cards, and other pieces of evidence found on the premises on air. It is unclear whether the apartment had been cleared as a crime scene.
MSNBC reported that the building had been released by the FBI, and that the landlord had allowed the media access to the site, though those claims were disputed.
That reporters would swarm what might still be an active crime scene and potentially tamper with evidence live on air is insane, not to mention incredibly irresponsible, to say the least.
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MSNBC reporter is literally holding up pictures of unidentified children on camera, anchor pleads for camera to pan away.
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MSNBC just doxed Rafia Farook, mother of a terrorist, on live television. I've blurred the important bits.
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It appears the scene wasn’t only infiltrated by the media, but any rando walking in off the street.
CNN, MSNBC storm San Bernardino shooters’ home, broadcast potential evidence

At a simultaneous White House press briefing, Press Secretary Josh Earnest would not comment on the situation, and whether the White House was concerned if any ongoing investigations were being compromised.

UPDATE:
I can report the couple had several juice pops left in the freezer so they may have been planning to stick around.
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And they wonder why Americans hate the mainstream media like CNN and MSNBC.
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Sigh!
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